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December 17, 1990
.

1CAN129009 |
U. S.. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
' Document Control Desk
Mail Station P1-137

I'Washington, D. C. 20555
1

- SUBJECT: Arkansas Nuclear One - Unit 1 'i
Docket No. 50-313 I

License No. DPR-51
Licensee Event Report No. 50-313/90-001-01

:

Gentlemen;
i

din accordance with 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)(A), attached is a' supplement to the
. subject report concerning a plant shutdown as required by Technical'
Specifications due to a loss ~of Reactor Building integrity involving '. i

' leakage through a Reactor Building cooling coil and associated Reactor
Building isolation' valve.

This--supplement -is being submitted to revise the completion dates for. 'l-

certain corrective actions contained in.this report.'

Very truly yours,- ,
_

| &O".

J. J. sicaro1
: Manager,: Licensing

i JJF/RHS/mmg-
' ' Attachment'

cc: Regional' Administration
-R_egion IV-

- U.- S. Nuclear. Regulatory Commission
.

611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 1000
Arlington, TX 76011

f,
INPO Records Center I j
Suite 1500 'i
1100 Circle 75 Parkway ;

-Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
~
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On February 28, 1990 at 2015 a plant shutdown was initiated as required by Technical
Specification 3.6.1 due to a loss of Reactor Building (RB) integrity. Loss of RB
integrity had occurred due to a combined ef fect of a service water cooling coil leak
on 'D' RB cooler (VCC-2D) and leakage past the cooling coil isolation valve which
also serves as a RB isolation valve. These conditions existing simultaneously
constituted a degraded ability of the RB structure to perform its design function of
limiting a radioactive release during an accident condition. To prevent leakage
through the cooling coil boundary, blind flanges were installed in the inlet and
outlet piping for the leaking coil within VCC-2D. In addition, the isolation valve

was replaced and leak tested satisfactorily during refueling outage IR9. This
particular event has had minimal safety significance considering that no accident
condition existed wit.hin the RB structure during this time. This event is reportabic
pursuant t.o 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(i)( A) as t.he complet ton of a plant shutdown required by
Technica1 Specifications.
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A. Plant Status

At the time this condition was discovered, Arkansas Nuclear One, Unit 1 (ANO-1)
was in power operations at 80 percent. Reactor Coolant System (RCS)[AB]
temperature was 579 degrees Fahrenheit and Reactor Coolant System pressure was
approximately 2155 psig.

B. Event Description

On February 28, 1990, at 2015 a plant shutdown was initiated as required by
Technical Specification 3.6.1 due to a loss of Reactor Building (RB) [ Nil)
integrity. Loss of Reactor Building integrity had occurred due to a combined
ef fect of a service water cooling coil leak on 'D' Reactor Building cooler
(VCC-2D) and Icakage past the seat of CV-3815 which serves with CV-3813 as
isolation valves for VCC-2D and VCC-2C. The inlet isolation valvo for VCC-2D
(CV-3813) is a motor operated gate type valve; whereas, the outlet isolation
valvo for VCC-2D (CV-3815) is a ,encumatically operated butterfly valve
manufactured by Contramatic. RB cooling units such as VCC-2D consist of eight
separate coils which are ilanged together.

On February 20, 1990, while performing a monthly RB cooling unit test it was
discovered that the outlet valve (CV-3814) on 'A' and 'B' RB cooling units
(VCC-2A and VCC-2B) would not stroke open on the initial attempt. This
con,11 tion was caused by clovated pressure against the valve seating surface
resulting from a hydraulic lock being created between the normally closed
Reactor Building cooler inlet and outlet valves. In this case, the hydraulic
lock was. the product of thermal volumetric expansion and occurred when service
water between the inlet and outlet valves on the Reactor Building cooling coils
at lake tempo ature was heated to Reactor Building ambient temporature. This
resulted in CV-3814 being declared inoperable. To alleviate the pressure on
CV-3814, the inlet valvo (CV-3812) was opened which depressurized the line
between CV-3814 and CV-3812 allowing CV-3814 to open within its normal timo
limit. Further investigation during this timo revealed the pressure betwoon
CV-3812 and CV-3814, while the line was pressurized, was 259 psig. The
redundant Reactor Building colling coil units (VCC-2C and VCC-2D) were verified
operable along with the associated inlet and outlet valves (CV-3813 and
CV-3815).

After implementing a proceduro revision which changed the normal position of
the inlot isolation valves from closed to open, an observation was made by the
Control Room Operator that the RB sump fill rate had increased. During this
timo the sump fill rate increased f rom 0.13 gpm to 0.25 gpm with a subsequent
chemical analysis identifying the water in the sump as originating from the
service water system. Individual RB cooler groups were systematically isolated
during the investigation to determine which cooler group was 1 caking. This
investigation indicated leakage was coming from either VCC-2C or VCC-20.
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Following a RB entry for the purpose of cooler inspection, it was determined
that VCC-2D contained a coil leak. This conditlon niong with concurrent

Icakage past either the inlet or outlet isolation valve constitute a loss of
Reactor Building integrity which requires a plant shutdown (Technical
Specification 3.6.1) and the declaration of an Emergency Class (Notification of
an Unusual Event) based on current critoria. In this case, leakage past the

inlet or outlet isolation valve was evidenced by continued coil leakage when
the isolation valves were closed. A power reduction was initiated on February
28, 1990 at 2015 with hot shutdown conditions obtained on March 1,1990 at
0100.

C. Root Cause

The cause for the loss of RB Integrity was the service water leak on VCC-2D.
An engineering evaluation was conducted and it was concluded that the tubo leak
in VCC-2D was the result of a localized corrosi ,n pitting mechan u.m tuber than
overpressurization due to the volumetric expansion of confined servic2 water
within the cooling coil.

D. Corrective Actions

In accordance with Technical Specification 3.6.1, a plant shutdown was
initiated on February 28, 1990 at 2015 in response to a loss of Reactor
Building integrity. A Reactor Building cooling coil leak in conjunction with a
leaking enoling coil isolation valve, which also serves as a containment
isolation valve, resulted in the loss of containment integrity and subsequent
plant shutdown. Several corrective actions, in addition to the plant shutdown,
have been or will bn implemented to prevent this situation f rom recurring.

As an interim measure, to prnvent additional lenkage through the cooling coil
boundary, blind flanges worn installed in the inlet and outlet connections for
the leaking coil within VCC-20. This modification has not significantly

af fected the cooling capacity of the RB coolers, according to an ovaluation
conducted by Arkansas Power & Light, and has effectively isolated the leaking
cooling coil until the cooling coil can be replaced. A,iditionally, the RCS
leak detection procedure was revised to require a RB sump sample analysis, if
the RB sump fill rate incrcases above the 3 day average by more than 0.1 gpm.
If the RB sump sample results indicate the source of-the increased fill rate is
from service water, steps will be initiated to perform a AB entry to inspect
accessible areas. These activities address corrective actions in regards to
leakage through the boundary created by the cooling coll.
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During refueling outage IR9, the Service Water System was chemically cleaned.
Subsequent to this cleaning, additional Icaking cooling coils were identified
in coolers VCC-2C and VCC-2D. Due to the unavailability of spare parts, all of

'

the leaking coils could not be replaced during the outage and some were
required to be left blanked off. Details regarding the temporary repairs made
to VCC-2C and 2D are discussed in AN0's letter to NRC dated December 14, 1990
(1CAN129011.) The blanked off coils will be repaired at the next outage of
sufficient duration following receipt of additional replacement coils.

In addition to addressing leakage through the cooling coll, corrective actions
also were implemented to monitor and minimize leakage through the cooling coil
isolation valves. A review of 10 CFR 50, Appendix J requirements concluded
that isolation valves serving as a second, redundant isolation barrier in
systems designed in accordance with General Design Criteria 57 (closed systems)
should be incorporated into the Appendix J leak testing program. Specifically
CV-3814 and CV-3815 were added as Type C tested components. As-found Type C
tests were performed during the 1R9 outage and it was determined that the
isolation valves leaked excessively. CV-3814 and CV-3815 were cut out and
replaced with new valves, Icak tested satisfactorily, and returned to service.

E. Safety Significance

This incident has potential safety significance considering that a RCS leak in
the 1;eactor Building could result in a radiological release to the outside
environment if Reactor Building pressure were to exceed service water pressure
at the cooling coll. This condition, existing simultaneously with a leaking
isolation valve, would constitute an inability of the containment structure to
perform its design function of preventing a radioactive release during an
accident condition. If a radioactive release was present during this time, in
the service water system, it would have boon detected by a service water
process radiation monitor (RE-3815) or the discharge flume process monitor
(RE-3618). This particular event, in actuality, has had minimum safety
sigulficance considering that no accident or elevated pressure condition
existed within the containment structure during this time.

F. Basis for Reportability

This event is reportable pursuant to 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(A) which involves the
completion of a plant shutdown as required by Technical Specifications. A one
hour notification was made at 2040 on February 28, 1990, pursuant to

10CFR50.72(a)(1)(1) and 10CFR50.72(b)(1)(1)(a) which involves the declaration
of an emergency classification and initiation of a shutdown required by TS.
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G. Additional Information

There have boon no provfous similar events at ANO related to a Technical
Specification required plant shutdown due to loss of containment integrity
involving failed components.

Reference Correspondence submitted on March 2, 1990, addressing the evaluation
of RB coolers service water isolation valve (ICANf 39$$6 with accompanying
engineering report 90R-1006-01).

Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identiflod in the text

as [XX].
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